The Ultimate 2019
Construction 360°
Camera Guide
Insights from 16,000+ Job Sites
Find the Right 360° Tools That
Work Best for Teams in the Field

The Right 360° Camera Can Make the Difference
Between Creating a New Competitive Advantage for
Your Business or Just Toying Around with New Tech!
360° cameras come in all shapes and

Contractors often come to us and say “we

sizes and many price points. It is tough

have purchased a bunch of 360° cameras,

for a first-time buyer to see which camera

but we never really knew what to do with

is right for their specific jobsite or use
case. Some go for the highest-end model

them.” When helping hundreds of these
contractors from playing around with

expecting to see the best result, others

new gadgets to strategically using 360°

want to dip their toes with the lowest end

cameras for their teams’ and customers’

model. While there are many guides out

benefit, we learned a trick or two that we

there that speak about 360° cameras in
general, there is no guide that speaks

are excited to share in this document.

about the performance of each camera in
the field. So here it is, the first PDF guide
for 360° cameras from the field for the
field!
Having consulted thousands of jobs sites

HoloBuilder is the first 360° reality capture
platform that has introduced 360° cameras
to the construction industry and builds
effective and efficient workflows around
360° camera documentation to help
increase contractors’ ROIs.

Please note: All recommendations in this
guide are based on HoloBuilder’s and
select customer experiences and
opinions and do not necessarily
represent any official camera
manufacturer opinions.

on the use of 360° cameras since 2014,
we thought we would bring all of our
knowledge into this handy guide to set
your site up for success.
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Leading Cause for Miscommunication,
Conflicts, and Decreased Profit Margins:
Inefficient Progress Documentation
Taking your phone out into the field and

The problem with standard still photos

snapping a few 2D photos is just so

occurs on every step of the process,

tempting as it's easy to do. Sorting and

wasting valuable time and effort to create

filing these pictures at the end of the day

sub-optimal results:

so that the whole team has access to
them is not that easy and fast. As a result,

1.

personnel spends hours capturing

most jobs have valuable site progress

the jobsite, trying to anticipate what

information and evidence hidden on

angles are going to be of interest

phones, tablets, text message threads,

down the road.

email, and offline or online photo dump
folders.

2.

be uploaded into the right folders

it, it takes teams hours, even days to try

and the capturer needs to

to find this one piece of evidence that can

left the company or the right image angle
was never captured in the first place” –
Project Manager at ENR TOP 100

2D photos by
smartphone or digital
cameras
Storing on cloud
drives or hard drives
you can lose
Copy + paste
documentation
Email paper trails

remember where all these images

save the company from a costly conflict.

either the person who took the picture

Filing and managing the data: When
back in the office the images have to

“The data is just not there when you need

We have seen tons of cases where the
needed pictures cannot be found as

During the capture: Qualified

UNORGANIZED PHOTO
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were taken.
3.

Accessing and finding the data: It
takes highly paid staff hours and
sometimes days to find the right
image.

Contractor
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How 360° Cameras Have Changed the Reality
Capture Game for Contractors

1

11 Photos in One 360° Photo
With the click of a button, 360° cameras
produce an image that captures all of your
surroundings: Up, Down, North, East,
South, and West! This means: no missing
angles and no skills needed to know what
angles are important (as everything is
captured anyway).
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“Site Like” Orientation

Snap, Snap, Snap, Done!

360° images allow you to pan and look
around similar to what you do on “Street
View”. You get a good understanding of
where you are on-site and what location
you are looking at, unlike looking at a
bunch of 2D images, where you might not
be able to intuitively understand how the
images belong together.

360° cameras have helped leading
contractors speed up progress
documentation by 80%. This eliminates the
need for field engineers to take multiple
pictures.
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What to Look out for When
Choosing Your Site’s 360° Camera

This guide ranks 360° cameras that have proven to work
in the field based on the listed criteria on a scale of 1-10.
The ranking is based on our teams’ and our customers’
summarized subjective experiences and do not necessarily
represent any official camera manufacturer opinions. The
guide will help you make the best decision when it comes
to your unique job site requirements!

Image Quality

Speed of Capture

Battery Life

Ease of Use

Similar to normal digital

Does your team plan on

If you plan on being out there

It's important for the 360°

cameras, every 360° camera

taking 10, 100 or even 1,000

for many hours, it's important

camera you use to be both

produces different results

photos a day? The more

that your cameras have a long

intuitive and compatible with

when it comes to image

pictures they take, the more

battery life or can be charged

the tools that are most

quality. Do you need to be
able to read tiny labels or just

important it will be to
decrease the time it takes to

on the go through an external
power pack while capturing.

important to your team. In the
field it's critical for the tool to

see what is going on in the

capture each photo. Seconds

field?

matter!

Robustness

Cost

work smoothly.

Compatibility

Low Light Performance

360° cameras need at least 2

Older cameras range from $80

Are you planning on using any

Do you always capture in

large lenses to capture a 360°

to $5,000+ for high-end

external apps with your 360°

bright light outdoor situations

picture－and these lenses can
be scratched easily.

models. Which is the right one
for your job? Would it be

camera for easier field
documentation and photo

or do you plan on capturing
rooms on your site once you

Depending on your job, you

worth buying three $300

management? If so, make sure

close the walls in? Identify

might want to choose a tough

cameras vs. one $1,000

your camera can be integrated

early on to make sure your

case to protect it or choose a

camera?

with relevant apps for the

camera can handle low light

field.

conditions.

certain camera body material
that can make a difference.
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Our 2019 Top 360° Camera Overview
Ricoh Theta

Ricoh Theta V

Ricoh Theta Z1

Insta 360

Insta360 ONE X

Insta360 Pro 2

Garmin

Garmin VIRB 360

Samsung

Samsung Gear 360 (2017)
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Ricoh Theta V
Our Summary:
Super easy to use 360° camera and the
fastest in the market. Ricoh’s 5th
generation model is well-tested on jobsites
and is highly recommended by
contractors. It has a solid plastic camera
body.
Recommended for:
Large construction sites that need to be
captured over time. Best for fast capture
with a high volume of images.
Add-on recommendation:
The lenses are exposed and can be easily
scratched; a lens cap is recommended to
protect the lenses from scratching.
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Insta360 ONE X
Our Summary:
Impressive image quality in a compact
size. It provides detailed captures, to the
extent that labels and signs on jobsites
can be legible (depending on size of text).
It has a solid plastic camera body. The
capture speed is slightly slower than some
of its competitors.
Recommended for:
Small to medium construction sites with a
smaller volume of images. Great entrylevel device without sacrificing much
image quality. Fairly well suited for low
light environments.
Add-on recommendation:
The lenses are exposed and can be easily
scratched; a lens cap is recommended to
protect the lenses from scratching.
Bonus: Removable battery.
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Ricoh Theta Z1
Our Summary:
Professional, high resolution 360° camera,
great for low light conditions. Overall a
great tool for the jobsite. The only
downside is a price point of about $1,000
(about 2.5x the price of its little brother,
the Ricoh Theta V). Easy to use with a clear
display to communicate battery life and
more. It has a solid magnesium alloy body.
Recommended for:
Contractors who want to be able to read
labels or create very high-resolution
photos to impress owners and
stakeholders. Great for fast capture with a
high volume of images.
Add-on recommendation:
Protect your investment with a hard case
or at least a lens cap.
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Garmin VIRB 360
Our Summary:
Overall good 360° camera with a unique
form factor. It has a solid plastic body and
the lenses are better protected than the
ones of other cameras due to its special
shape. This camera has a strong focus on
video capture over image capture,
therefore we see less construction sites
capture images with it.
Recommended for:
Team interested in capturing their sites
using non-static imagery in addition to
progress photos.
Add-on recommendation:
High price: Protect your investment with a
hard case.
Bonus: Removable battery.
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Samsung Gear 360 (2017)
Our Summary:
If you are fairly tech-savvy and are willing
to read a few tutorials on how to connect
the camera with your mobile device, we’d
say it's a good starter camera to try out
360° reality capture on your site.
Over time, as you start capturing more,
you might want a camera with higher
resolution and a faster capture speed.
Recommended for:
Beginners who would like to get a feeling
for working with 360° cameras and want
to see how some of the 360° reality
capture apps work (such as the JobWalk
App).
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Insta360 Pro 2
Our Summary:
Excellent high-resolution camera that
needs to be handled with care. It's fairly
heavy and needs a solid heavy-duty tripod.
You will probably only want to get one
Insta360 Pro 2 per region/couple of sites
due to its high price point.
Recommended for:
One-off captures of sites and marketing
materials. Nothing for quick captures that
would need to happen over time, it's the
camera for super high-end professionallooking images. Great images for
impressing owners to win work and
marketing material.
Bonus: Removable battery.
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🏆 Category Winners 2019 🏆
Capture as fast
as possible

Best resolution
possible

Ricoh Theta V

Insta360 Pro 2

Best trade-off between
cost, speed, and resolution

Best trade-off between
speed and resolution

Insta360 ONE X

Ricoh Theta Z1
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Site Capture Add-Ons
360° camera selfie stick/monopod for
handheld capture if you want to capture
as fast as possible. Only use if you do
not need to measure within images.

UNORGANIZED PHOTO
DOCUMENTATION

Charge on the go external battery &
expansion screw to allow the camera
to charge while being mounted on a
tripod.

360° light for mounting on a tripod in
low light conditions (highly demanded
and often out of stock).

Heavy duty tripod for outdoor capture
and stable, consistent photo capturing
conditions.
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Other Available Cameras
Not all cameras made the cut to be covered in our 2019 Top 360° Camera Guide since they’re seen less frequently on construction
sites. If you have any question about the other models out there, feel free to get in touch on our website www.holobuilder.com.

Samsung Gear 360 (2016)

LG 360 CAM

360FLY HD

NCTech iSTAR Pulsar

Ricoh Theta S

Ricoh Theta SC

Xiaomi Mi Sphere

GoPro Fusion
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Get the Most out of 360° Cameras
with HoloBuilder!
CLEAR + ORGANIZED
360° DOCUMENTATION
360° coverage
Accessible anywhere
Easily follow progress
Secure cloud-hosted
service

HoloBuilder is the AI-driven enterprise-

Owners and GCs trust HoloBuilder

grade 360° progress documentation and

because it streamlines their

analysis platform for construction teams.

documentation workflow and saves their

Used by over 2,000 construction
companies, including 59% of the ENR TOP
100 general contractors.

Easy archiving and
handover package

teams 80% documentation time. Simply
capture 360° photos in the field using any
standard 360° cameras－HoloBuilder
organizes the data for you.

274 Brannan Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94107, USA

+1 415 843 5552
support@holobuilder.com
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Begin Your Journey.
Request a Free Trial Today!

Simply scan the QR code with your mobile phone’s camera to get started!
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